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Introduction

light source

That Is,
Vg - sin&2 - constant

Vi =sin8i

n sln8i = npsln8g.

Light in the Sea

In Figure f, a beam of light strikes a glass surface
at an angle At the interface between the glass and
the air, part of the beam is reflected and part enters
the glass. Notice that the light entering the glass
bends at an angle This bending is called refraction,
and it occurs whenever light crosses � at an angle-
the boundary between twa media of different
densities,

In Figure f, light is traveling fram a medium of low
density to ane of high density  air to glass!. As the
light enters the glass, it slows down and refracts
toward normal. As n>  index of refraction! in second
medium increases, the angle 8q  as measured from
the normal! decreases.

Figure 1 Light traveling from air ta glass

light source
I

In Figure 2, the opposite cccurs. As the light
moves from a high density medium to one of low den-
sity  glass to air!, it speeds up and refracts away from
normal. If ~ decreases, then the angle 8z increases,

Ffgtrre 2 Light traveling from glass to air
I

E I

Willebrard Snell  f591-1626! is credited with the
discovery of the relationships involved in refraction. He
found that the change in velocity is analytically related
to the angles formed at the boundary and the proper-
ties of the media through which the light is traveling.

V, - velocity of light in first medium
Vp = velocity of light in second medium

The constant is a dimensionless number called the in-
dex of refraction and is represented by the letter "n,"
From the above equation, we gef the widely used
form of Snell's Law.

n, - index of refraction in first medium
n~ = index of refraction in second medium
8> = angle of incidence
8> - angle of refraction

This is the equation you will use to solve the problems
in the following activities.
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Questions

1. The accepted value for the index of refraction in
fresh water is f.33. How does your measured value
compare with the accepted value? Express your
answer in terms of percent error.

ziti Ener - DifferenCe betWmri rneaaured L aCCepied valueS - tOOOXi

accepted value
Vii Error - 'k

2. Why is there no single accepted value for the index
of refraction of seawater?

3. In the experiment, we did not take into account
what happens to the light as it passes through the
glass. In terms of speed and direction, how does the
light behave as it travels from the air to the glass?
From the glass to the water? From the water to the
glass? And, finally, from the glass to the air again?
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3. A tropical fish collector was rowing along the shore
when he spotted a rare fish he wanted. The fish was
swimming 8 feet below the surface of the water. Given
that the angle of refraction  as the light travels from the
fish to the collector's eyes! is 40 degrees, draw a ray
diagram on Figure 9 below. Show the real and ap-
parent positions of the fish.

To calculate the apparent position, first use Snell's
Law to determine the angle of incidence Then use the
given angle of refraction �0 degrees! and the angle of
incidence you calculated above Hint: You wrll need to
use basic trigonometry to solve this problem, i,e�rela-
tionships between angles.

Figure 9 Fish 8 feet below water surface
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